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	MODx is a content management system and PHP web application framework rolled into one. With the ease of a CMS and the extensibility of a framework, MODx allows you to develop professional-looking, intricate websites via its easy-to-use interface and flexible architecture. MODx provides reusable code called snippets, most of which are so generic that, without any modification, they can serve multiple purposes. The generic nature of snippets makes it possible to achieve the perfect customization that is so hard to achieve with other CMSes. This book will have web developers up-and-running with MODx. With the use of step-by-step examples and illustrative screenshots, you will be guided through installation, configuration, and customization of MODx. By the end of the book, you will have created a powerful, dynamic website by using the individual elements of MODx, and without the need for programming know-how.


	This book is an example-driven tutorial, which will take you from the installation of MODx through to configuration, customization, and deployment. Step-by-step instructions will enable you to build a fully-functional, feature-rich website quickly and without the knowledge of any programming language. This book is ideal for newcomers to MODx. Both beginners and experienced web developers will benefit from this comprehensive guide to MODx. No knowledge of PHP programming or any templating language is needed, but the more advanced chapters towards the end of the book will allow more confident developers to extend their applications even further by creating their own snippets.
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Smart Antennas: State of the Art (Eurasip Book Series on Signal Processing & Communications)Hindawi Publishing, 2005
Smart Antennas—State of the Art brings together the broad expertise of 41 European experts in smart antennas. They provide a comprehensive review and an extensive analysis of the recent progress and new results generated during the last years in almost all fields of smart antennas and MIMO (multiple-input multiple-output) transmission. The...
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Beginning iOS 4 Application DevelopmentWrox Press, 2010

	The ideal starting point for creating apps using iOS 4


	Written by an experienced Apple developer and trainer, this full-color reference serves as an ideal jumping point for creating applications for Apple’s iOS 4 that runs on the iPhone, iPod Touch, and iPad. In addition to in-depth coverage of the iOS SDK, the book...
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Mac OS X Snow Leopard: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2009
This updated edition of David Pogue's immensely popular Mac guidebook offers a wealth of detail on Apple's newest operating system. Snow Leopard is faster and more reliable than earlier Mac OSX versions, and no one is more reliable at bringing you up to speed than David Pogue. 
  
  The most authoritative book for Mac users of all...
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Exploring C++ 11 (Expert's Voice in C++)Apress, 2013

	Exploring C++ divides C++ up into bite-sized chunks that will help you learn the language one step at a time. Assuming no familiarity with C++, or any other C-based language, you’ll be taught everything you need to know in a logical progression of small lessons that you can work through as quickly or as slowly as you need.
...
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Gray Hat Hacking The Ethical Hacker's Handbook, Fourth EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2015

	Cutting-edge techniques for finding and fixing critical security flaws


	Fortify your network and avert digital catastrophe with proven strategies from a team of security experts. Completely updated and featuring 12 new chapters, Gray Hat Hacking: The Ethical Hacker's Handbook, Fourth Edition explains the enemy’s...
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Countdown to Spanish : Learn to Communicate in 24 HoursMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Converse in Spanish like a native speaker in only 24 hours
So you're leaving for Spain or Latin America in a few days and you don't speak a word of the language? What will you do if you get lost in Seville and have to ask for directions? Or you're in the mood for paella and want to make a restaurant reservation? Or you fall ill...
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